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Rations magazine is published
bi-monthly by Rations LLC
with a negative budget and an
incredible staff of volunteers. We
have no money and we make no
money from this labor of love; so
everything basically evens out.
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the bigger, longer
but are you more
experienced issue

That’s all there is to say really.

editor’s note

I

n a recent interview, Jeremy
Lin, the starting point
guard of the NY Knicks
said when he got his first
shot coming off the bench he
played reserved to try to fit in;
he tried not to make mistakes.
After being traded twice, sent
to the developmental league
and days away from being cut a
third time, Jeremy got a second
chance and this time he decided
to “play his game.” He added, “If
I was going to go down, I was
going down fighting and playing
my aggressive style.” And so he
did. With the Knicks in complete
disarray and need of anyone to
provide a spark, Jeremy found
himself on the court again and
has since led the team to 8 wins
in 9 games including a triumph
over last year’s champions this
weekend. The city has gone
“Lin-sane” and stores around the
world can’t keep his #17 jersey
on store shelves. All this just
because Jeremy decided to stop
playing it safe, allow himself to
make mistakes, and be true to
who he is as a player and person.

Jeremy’s cinderella story should
resonate with creators looking to
break into the comics industry.
Just like you, Jeremy, confident in
his abilities, was forced to look
from the outside in hoping for a
chance to show he belonged. He
had to face being denied time
and again while continuing to
improve his skills hoping for
that one day when all the stars
would align. For Jeremy that time
finally came. And while luck
played a large role in his second
chance run, the fact that he was
prepared when his opportunity
arrived is what’s instructive. That
and his awareness that “playing
it safe” wasn’t getting him
anywhere.
On that note we switch to the
content for this, the bigger,
longer but are you more
experienced issue, our second
go round, if you will. This issue
is packed with the creations
and ideas of independent artists
(Asaf Hanuka, emily Carroll,
Andrew Tunney, Rich Tommaso,
Rich Douek, Craig S. Yeung, Scott
LeMien, Suzy Dias & Miguel
Guerra), and publishers (Com.x,
215ink) who definitely play by
their own rules and make every
opportunity count. For Rations,
our star aligned when they
accepted our invitation to appear
in our little magazine.
Oneil Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
2/19/12
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140 characters
follow us on twitter @rationsmagazine

What was your favorite book read this month and why?

Rico Renzi
@whoisrico
“That new B.P.R.D. book is amazing! James Harren is a
beast and this project is perfect for showing off the many
things he does well!”
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intro

roll call

roundup of what’s trending
in the visual storytelling,
speculative fiction and greater
entertainment community
Under the Dome

Before Watchmen
DC Comics must love controversy, and given
the successes of the hotly debated New DCU,
they also know how to protfit from them.
Recently, DC stirred the pot again when they
announced the publishing of a series of
prequel comics based on Alan Moore & Dave
Gibbons’ classic Watchmen. The seven series,
set to be released this summer, will explore
the lives of the six main characters (Silk
Spectre, Rorschach, Comedian, Ozymandias,
Nite Owl & Dr. Manhattan) as well as the
Minutemen team. Wether you’re on the side of
co-creator Alan Moore or Team DC execs, it’s
fairly certain these books will dominate sales
when they drop despite the hub-bub.

Showtime has elicited the talents of Brian K.
Vaughn (Lost, Y, The Last Man) to adapt Steven King’s
most spellbinding book since The Stand. The Dome
(2009) has a small Maine town trapped under an
impenetrable dome that appears mysteriously
isolating the citizens inside with the nations largest
meth lab, and a small town leader with grand
dreams of dictatorial rule. Needless to say, all hell
inevitably breaks loose.

Fox red lights new Flinstones series
The Flinstones returns to television with Seth
MacFarlane on Fox. Expect a much raunchier family
dynamic and Bam Bam may finally get a chance to be
the deranged sociopath he was always meant to be.
Is a Bam Bam vs. Stewie crossover in our future?
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A Wrinkle in Time turns 50
The groundbreaking,
Newbery Medalwinning classic novel
by Madeleine L’Engle
celebrates 50 years of
inspiration this year.
Published in 1962, A
Wrinkle in Time was one
of the first (if not the
first) Science fiction
books to be written
with female readers in
mind. The iconic novel
follows three children
(Meg, her younger
bother Charles Wallace
and Calvin O’Keefe)
as they jump across
time and space via a
“tesseract” in search of
Meg’s scientist father. A
Wrinkle in Time laid the
groundwork for highly
successful books such
as Paolo Bacigalupi’s
The Windup Girl and
Suzanne Collins’ The
Hunger Games trilogy.
Magdeleine’s novel
is rightly credited for
introducing the highly
political and sociological
genre to a female
audience sans damsels
in distress. Bravo!

09

Chico and Rita
Going up against Rango (2011) for Best
Animated Feature honors at his year’s Oscar
is an adult-oriented stunner by director
Fernando Trueba and co-writer Martinez
de Pison. Chico and Rita, the first Spanishspeaking film to be nominated for best
animated feature-length picture, is a semibiographical film based on the lives of
famous unnamed Afro-Cuban musicians (a
jazz piano player and singer) which charts
the trajectory of their roller-coaster lives over
three decades. Chico and Rita is a sumptuous,
dazzlingly spectacle showcasing the elegance
of hand-drawn animation.

The Making of Harry
Potter tour
Harry Potter fans rejoice!
The books and films
may be all wrapped up
but the phenomenon is
not going away anytime
soon. The latest offering
is a behind-the-scenes
walking tour showcasing
the British artistry,
technology and talent
that went into producing
the world famous movies
created at Warner Bros.
Studios London. Opens
the 31st of March 2012.
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The backdrops of 1940’s Paris, Las Vegas,
and Havana are reason enough to see this
bittersweet love story. Pair that with the
music of Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker,
Thelonious Monk, Tito Puente and the
great Chano Pozo and this film should be a
winner. But with a budget under $12 million
vs. Rango’s $135 million dollar computeranimated splurge, Chico and Rita is clearly
the underdog. The film is currently in limited
theatrical release but should be expanding
post Oscar.

intro

30 years in, Akira continues
its glorious reign
The groundbreaking

manga was first
serialized in Japan’s
Young magazine
beginning in 1982. This
December will mark its
30 year of dominance
atop the manga and
anime fields with
no competitor to its
throne in site. The epic
manga (which spanned
a whopping 2182 full
color pages) written and
illustrated by Katsuhiro
Otomo was made into
a landmark film (also
written and directed
by Otomo) in 1988.
Its influence over the
industry following its
release and the extent to
which it has grown the
audience of manga and
anime internationally
is undeniable. The only
thing that can possibly
effect Akira’s legacy
is a bad Hollywood
live action film (that,
thankfully, continues
to experience failure
to launch). Here’s
to 30 more years of
ascendancy.
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Long considered by many
to be the Red-headed stepchild of the Star Trek canon,
recent history (and the luxury
of time) reveals DS9 to be
the best of the Trek series by
leaps and bounds.
By Oneil Edwards
DS9 (1993-1999) began as a spin-off series
of Star Trek: The Next Generation, (1987-1994)
and, unlike its predecessors and successors,
took place primarily on board a station in
deep space (hence the name). The series
opens shortly after the Bajorans have fought
a successful but bloody guerrilla campaign
against the Cardassians, who had previously
invaded and occupied their planet. To help
maintain a tenuous peace, the United
Federation of Planets is invited by the Bajoran
Provisional Government to administer joint
control of a formerly Cardassian space station
orbiting the newly liberated planet.
In the two previous Trek series, each episode
(with a few outstanding examples) ended with
a neat ribbon tied around it.
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DS9’s stationary locale provided a framework
on which plots and story lines spanning
multiple episodes and even seasons could be
built. This was a brave move at the time. Most
networks and their advertisers — thinking
that confused viewers would quickly change
the channel — preferred episodic series
that didn’t require viewers to carry over
information from week to week. In DS9, actions
had consequences and history mattered —
all was not well with the universe after the
episode’s running time had elapsed. DS9
presented a well-rounded world in which
conflicts, prejudices, and resentment persist.
Unlike the black and white world inhabited
by the starship captains of its sister series,
DS9 required its characters to live and make
decisions in a universe colored with many
shades of gray.

The role of the captain is another place where
DS9 differs from other Treks. In the original
Star Trek, Captain James T. Kirk made all the
decisions for his crew. He was the gallant
leader—the decider—the man with the plan—
and the only one capable of putting it into
action. The Next Generation’s Captain Jean-Luc
Picard was older and wiser, and relied on his
abilities as a strategist, but more often than
not, he made the important calls and his
orders were final. This was much the same for
Star Trek: Voyager’s Captain Kathryn Janeway
and Captain Jonathan Archer who took the
helm in the lesser known prequel Enterprise
(1995-2001).
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DS9’s Captain Benjamin Sisko was a different
breed. As the Commanding Officer of a space
station, he learned to wear a multitude of hats.
Primarily a diplomat, Sisko could not simply
blast the bad guy then warp away towards
new adventures. He was tasked with keeping
the peace—to allow time and diplomacy to
heal the wounds of a long and bitter conflict.
On a personal level, Sisko was a single father
and recent widow raising his son on board a
remote space station. As he learned how to be
a better parent he also developed his skills as
a diplomat and grew more comfortable in both
positions.
DS9 was also rich with interpersonal conflict
and heady discussions on faith, justice and
politics. Foreign occupation, terrorism, religious
zealotry and entrenched prejudices (ideas and
actions we’ve become far more cognizant of
since the finale aired), are constantly at odds
with hope, friendship and the capacity for
forgiveness and understanding. Despite these
heavy themes, the show also kept a solid pace
with plenty of action and cliffhanger endings.
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Later seasons introduced The Founders,
a race of shape-shifters called “Changelings”
who control a ruthless empire in the Gamma
Quadrant, (a region on the other side of the
galaxy that can be accessed via a nearby
wormhole). The brilliantly imagined Founders
are not powerful in the traditional sense;
in fact, their susceptibility seems to be the
driving force behind their will to conquer and
oppress. They served as a primary catalyst
for the writers of DS9 (led by Ronald D. Moore
who went on to create the beloved Battlestar
Gallactica re-imagining) to explore with viewers
the root causes of conflicts. The witers revealed
powerful (and perhaps dangerous) ideas
indicating the sad truth that schisms are often
borne not out of dreams of valor, or power lust
(or even oil) but from perceived vulnerabilities
and ancient lizard-brain fear.
With the arrival of The Founders, treachery and
moral ambiguity run rampant as Federation
captains defect and lead terrorist plots against
what we’ve come to believe is a utopia. Unlike
The Borg, the primary boogeymen of TNG, The
Founders do not amass their forces and aim
them at The Federation. Instead, they prefer
to stay hidden and engage in asymmetrical
warfare turning The Federation’s promise
of an open and egalitarian society into a
weapon against it. Soon The Federation begins
to see enemies and threats everywhere (an
easy enough situation to imagine when your
enemies are shape shifters).

“They served as a
primary catalyst for
the writers of DS9
(led by Ronald D.
Moore who went on
to create the beloved
Battlestar Gallactica
re-imagining) to
explore with viewers
the root causes of
conflicts.”
The final episode of Deep Space Nine aired just
two years before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Long before 24 or the new show Homeland,
DS9 showed American viewers the causes
and effects of terrorism, and the ugly and
sometimes ambiguous nature of nontraditional
warfare. More than a decade later, this
quintessential sci-fi series remains one of
the most courageous and prescient television
shows ever presented. DS9 truly is the Trek that
rules them all.
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breaking continuity
how “writing for the trade” inadvertently discards
an essential ingredient of the medium
by Andy Zeigert
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Comic book continuity is a
double-edged sword. Many
longtime readers view the
interwoven tapestry of
characters and plot events
as an elaborate garden with
many gates, which rewards
the casual wanderer as
well as the dedicated
explorer. Others see it
as a dense, intimidating
jungle that they’ll never
be able to disentangle,
with true enjoyment of the
characters and plot forever
out of reach.
As troubling as continuity can be for many
readers, it also creates unique challenges for
the writers of publisher-owned characters.
Because the beginning has been written
decades earlier and the end will likely never
truly come, these writers are tasked with
continuously telling the middle of a long saga.

For the reader, serial fiction is meant to
be enjoyed as it passes. It’s one of the best
methods for telling escapist stories because
the story lives on in the mind of the reader
between publication dates. Anticipation of plot
resolution, and the subsequent water-cooler
moments, is one of the great joys of comics
and other forms of serial entertainment, such
as television. However, comics’ endless torrent
of new characters and plot points comes at a
cost, as they pool into a kind of sludge pond
of fantasy story detritus, never intended to
be taken as a whole. In this way, long comic
book sagas are inherently at odds with their
serialized nature.
Serializing fiction first became popular in the
Victorian era, as literacy rose and the cost
of printing fell. And while owning a book
was still considered a luxury, almost anyone
could afford the occasional periodical. Hence,
periodicals began publishing serialized stories
designed to encourage repeat customers. Each
part of the story begins with a hook and ends
with a cliffhanger. The resulting space between
each installment produced word-of-mouth
buzz about the outcome of the story, helping
catapult some writers into the literature canon.
The form remained popular well into the 20th
century, and comics are a direct descendant of
that tradition. Although their popularity has
waxed and waned throughout the years, they
remain one of the best examples of the form.
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At the same time that the medium is entering
a period of mainstream recognition, sales
of individual monthly issues continues to
plummet. It seems that the “wait for the trade”
crowd is quickly becoming the majority. It’s
no surprise that as readers have turned ever
more to the collected editions publishers have
shifted accordingly. And while the episodic
tales of heavily-muscled heroes still sell more
copies of their monthly comic books than
many publishers’ entire catalogues combined,
it lately feels as though the creative heart of
the medium has moved on; like the graphic
novel has outgrown its predecessor, the comic
book. In 2011, high-concept graphic novels
like Craig Thompson’s Habibi shared big-box
display space with buzz-worthy prose novels,
while caped crusaders slowly slipped from
many bloggers’ best-of posts. It’s exciting to see
that new stories of all stripes are being crafted
using sequential art storytelling, and that
they are getting the attention of mainstream
readers. But in doing so, it would be a shame
to see the medium jettison one of its defining
aspects.

books that excel at the
month-to-month form
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So why do publishers continue to release
monthly issues, when they know that they’ll
eventually sell more copies of the collected
trade paperback? Partly it’s economics. The
production cycle of monthly comic books helps
absorb much of the costs involved in creating
the book. Were publishers to commission new
stories for publication only in trade paperback
form, the sales would likely not cover the
cost. When a trade paperback is published
and contains new epilogues, forwards and
sketchbook material, many monthly readers
are left feeling cheated.
Some writers and artists have responded to
this criticism by including material in the
monthly editions that is not later collected.
Letter columns and backup stories also add to
the value of the single issue. Image Comics has
done a better job of this than most publishers
by selling largely ad-free single issues. But
making the single issue a better value is only
half the problem. Creating jumping-on points
in long-running titles is the harder trick.

Hawaiian Dick
Screaming Black
Thunder was probably
one of the best
examples of monthto-month comics in
ages, and it’s yet to be
collected. Although the
book is written in arcs,
it’s a fine example of
serialized fiction.

Animal Man/Swamp
Thing
Two of DC’s bestwritten reboots out
of the gate, and each
issue’s conclusion
whets the reader’s
appetite for more.

“In 2011, high-concept
graphic novels like Craig
Thompson’s Habibi shared
big-box display space with
buzz-worthy prose novels,
while caped crusaders
slowly slipped from many
bloggers’ best-of posts.”

The Goon
Though lately every
issue is practically
a one-shot, it still
rewards the monthly
reader.

DC’s much-touted New 52 event shows that
the publisher is aware that most would-be
readers are intimidated by dense continuity. DC
has offered a brilliant, if slightly counterfeit,
opportunity to enjoy the month-to-month
adventures of familiar characters without the
baggage of continuity, at least for a while.
I say slightly counterfeit because, let’s face
it, there’s nothing new in the New 52. Even
though the titles started over at #1, the “new
universe” is a direct result of last year’s DC
event, Flashpoint. Very few characters have
received the kinds of overhauls the DC
marketing machine seemed to promise; these
so-called “DCU” books still borrow heavily
from what came before. In 70-odd years of
continuous publication across hundreds of
titles, every conceivable Batman/Superman/
etc. story has been told. Probably twice. Just
because these titles are starting over doesn’t
mean they’re starting over.

The Walking Dead
Robert Kirkman’s
zombie epic gets
everything right, from
the “previously on”
panel to the tease to
next month’s issue.
Although sometimes
divided into minis, the
overall story builds
with each issue.

Prophet
Image shows DC a
thing or two about
reboots with this sci-fi
epic.
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As critic Martyn Pedler wrote of hero book
writers in his recent Bookslut.com column
about Jack Kirby’s lesser-known heroes, “Now
they’re always looking back, desperately
drilling down into earlier stories to find the fuel
to continue.” Pedlar’s statement was true before
the New 52 and most legacy titles from other
publishers, and it remains true after.
While DC’s intent is honorable and their
execution solid, there is room for improvement.
The publisher’s buckshot ad campaign for
other titles is distracting, and breaking up the
stories does them a disservice. In addition,
being reminded every third page of another
title that you don’t read can be intimidating.
The generic interviews and other back-matter
in the new books also leave the overall product
feeling, well, generic, possibly diminishing the
value of the product in the reader’s eye. DC
and other monthly publishers should follow
Dark Horse’s example, providing tailored letter
columns in which they can tease other books;
a much more effective way of cross-promoting.
All titles should also feature a “previously on”
section on the colophon, making each issue
a stronger jumping-on point. In any case,
DC’s sales boost has proven that there are
new readers out there, ready to get on board.
Let’s hope that DC’s success inspires other
publishers to follow suit. Restarting from
issue #1 isn’t necessary, but reinvigorating the
product is.
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Writing original graphic novels and comics
“for the trade” has given creators a chance to
explore other storytelling techniques -- and
resulted in many great reads. Writing selfcontained arcs and OGNs also avoids the
pitfalls of dinosaur continuity. But in treating
the monthly issue as more means to an end
than end in itself, comics risk losing the hookand-cliffhanger technique at which they excel.
It’s encouraging to see DC and other publishers
recognize what’s at risk, and the New 52 and
other attempts to entice readers to jump on
should be applauded. But it’s up to us, the
dedicated monthly reader, to reward those
attempts by trying new titles, and not just
waiting for the trade.

an interview with Co-founder/Editorin-Chief, Eddie Deighton, of the highly
influential UK-based publisher
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I

f surviving trial and tribulations truly makes us
stronger, the UK based creator-owned publisher
Com.x should, by now, be bulletproof. Through
perseverance and love of the medium, this small
company with outsized influence has remained relevant
despite a bit of bad luck and falling victim early on to
their own success. Now, reorganized and reenergized,
Com.x is set to make its big push with a bevy of
publications in the pipeline. Co-founder/Editor-inChief, Eddie Deighton, takes us through the company’s
turbulent past, exciting present and promising future.
Rations: I just read the very inspiring story
online of how Com.x was formed back in
1999. Would you mind telling it again for our
readers?
ED: Sure (although I’ll try consolidate 12 years
into a few, short paragraphs!). Essentially, back
in 1999, myself, Neil Googe and Russ Uttley
came together to form what we hoped would
be the most exciting comics publishing venture
to come out of the UK in the last ten years.
The UK comics industry (and attitude towards
comics in general) seemed to be at an alltime low, so we decided to utilize our joint
illustration, graphic design, storytelling and
marketing skills and support the company
using working capital from the profits Russ and
myself had made in our Design and Advertising
agency to become a venture that would get
people excited about the medium again.
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We had aspirations to create characters and
write stories that could potentially become
films and books, so this venture also gave
us the perfect opportunity to get our own
ideas out to a wider audience. But it wasn’t
vanity publishing - it was about finding the
best artists and the best storytellers that the
industry had overlooked or wasn’t aware of and
giving those people the opportunity to show
what they were truly capable of producing,
given the right tools.
In 2000 we launched our first slew of books
with a very strong PR campaign and lots of
media attention. The comic-reading public
received us extremely well and many were
proclaiming we were the new generation of
comic publishers.

What we lacked in publishing experience
and management structure we certainly
made up for in creativity and originality but,
unfortunately, the former was the one that
let us down and we suffered delays with most
of our books. That, and the much-publicized
break-in at our studio, led to our initial demise.
Fast forward to 2008 and after Russ, Neil and
myself went our separate ways; I relaunched
the company with my two new business
partners, Benjamin Shahrabani and Jon
Sloan. Ben had been working with Com.x as a
producer for quite a few years and we knew
each other very well, so it made sense for him
to come on board full-time in his producer
capacity and utilize his PR skills. Jon, who is
both a very good friend and Managing Director
of my design and advertising agency, An.x, was
brought on to help strengthen our distribution
and marketing.
Twelve years nicely consolidated. So, in this
first phase of the company, Com.x hit creative
gold publishing Cla$$war by Rob Williams
and Trevor Hairsine, Puncture by Uttley
and Ben Oliver, Razorjack by John Higgins
and Bazooka Jules by Googe. These were
all published in the American comic book
format. Why go with the American style of
comics over the European format?
ED: The three of us original publishers had,
from a very early age, grown up on a staple diet
of Marvel and DC Comics’ superheroes. Marvel
UK launched when I was about 7-years old; it
was a different format from American comic
books and consisted of reprinted material from
the American originals. That’s what introduced
me to Spider-Man, Hulk, Fantastic Four, etc.
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American format comics were available,
although not all newsagents (the closest thing
to a drugstore in the UK) stocked them, but you
could find them in the odd one or two stores
and, as the years progressed and distribution
became wider and more efficient, they became
more readily available and were sold in more
outlets. They became the comic of choice for
those of us that had become fond of Marvel
and DC characters.
All three of us were always more interested in
the American size of book and the format felt
a lot more comfortable to read. We wanted our
books to appeal not just to the UK readership
that had been brought up on 2000AD, Starlord,
Tornado, Action, etc., but also to a global
audience and, importantly, to the American
market, hence the choice of publishing in the
American format.
The success and press coverage your first crop
of books received in the States was kind of
a double-edged sword. The big two swooped
in and grabbed up most of your talent. As a
publisher, that must’ve elicited complicated
feelings—Clearly you were on the right path…
ED: Yes, it was kind of frustrating, especially
when having to replace artists halfway through
a mini-series! Sometimes it felt like we were
funding showpieces for creators and were just
a stepping-stone to greater things, but other
times it showed we had an eye for talent and
were clearly doing the right thing. It’s not often
a fledgling publisher (as small as we were/are)
makes sufficient impact on the industry that
the biggest companies in comics sit up and
take notice of what we’re doing. In some ways,
it’s a huge compliment.
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We’ve been extremely fortunate to be able to
work with such a wonderful, talented array of
people and we’re able to do that because what
we lack in monetary reward (we certainly can’t
afford top-level page-rates!) we make up for
in freedom, creativity and inspiration. Plus, we
take great pride in our production values.
I know creativity doesn’t necessarily pay
the bills and put food on the table, but the
talent we’ve collaborated with recognize
that. For a little bit of financial sacrifice they
are most likely able to create some of the
best, unhindered work of their careers and
we reciprocate by putting as much effort
and conviction into the marketing, PR and
production of the product that we can.
You have to remember - I love comics and have
done so since I was very young. Add that to my
professional graphic design and illustration
background and all I’m doing is selecting
and publishing books I enjoy, that I think are
unique and that can contribute something of
value to the comic medium.

“..every one of
our books is
generally reviewed
exceptionally
well and regarded
as a significant
addition to the
medium. As an
independent, apart
from increasing
sales and widening
your readership,
you can’t ask much
more than that.”

Hopefully, our publishing model is still on the
right track - take Forty-Five by Andi Ewington,
Seeds by Ross Mackintosh and the upcoming
BlueSpear with art by Cosmo White, for
example; every one of our books is generally
reviewed exceptionally well and regarded as
a significant addition to the medium. As an
independent, apart from increasing sales and
widening your readership, you can’t ask much
more than that.
If we can produce what we do now, on the
budgets and restrictions we have, just think
about what we’d achieve if we had the budgets
to match the bigger companies!

RATIONSMAG.COM
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Going back a few years, Com.x was making
a huge splash and big game hunters were
poaching your talent; then you were robbed!
Was there ever a time you considered just
giving it up?
ED: The only set-back with the robbery was
that, apart from tens of thousands of pounds of
equipment damage, we had to try and salvage
the work which was on the drives. All our
current books were being worked on digitally;
we lost a few pages here, some lettering there,
and had no idea what orders had come in for
each title, so it was pretty much back to the
drawing board.
We almost did give up back in 2006-2007,
when the company had taken a hiatus. After
the attempted robbery and a number of book
delays which impacted heavily on our sales
figures, we lost enthusiasm. But in my mind
and heart, there was never any question of
giving up; purely just taking a break. I know it
was reported by some people, even a retailer or
two, that we had closed our doors but that was
never the case. There was never any doubt in
my mind that Com.x would not continue, even
when we discussed Russ and Neil’s departure.
I’m the heart of this company and I love
publishing comics. No matter how far between
titles or how many per year; until that heart
stops beating, we’ll still be publishing.
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So after a few bumps in the road, you
partnered with Benjamin Shahrabani in
2008 and restructured the company to focus
on graphic novels and complete story arcs
instead of ongoing titles. Tell us how Andi
Ewington’s incredible Forty-Five ended up at
Com.x.
ED: Well, it sounds pretty incestuous, really, but
was far from it - Andi was my Creative Director
at An.x (my design and advertising agency)
and he’d been telling me how much he’d like
to write a comic book. He’d written a number
of books but hadn’t actually read any comics
or graphic novels for quite a few years so, as it
became almost a daily discussion between us,
I told him that he needed to go away and read
(what I considered to be) genre-defining comics
and get back to me with a pitch that was on a
par with what I’d recommended he read. Even
though Andi worked for me, it didn’t mean that
he had an easy time of it - far from it. Being
directly from the internal team, I had to make
sure whatever he pitched me was the best book
possible as I didn’t want people criticizing my
decision for exactly that reason.
After a few weeks of reading, he really ‘got’ the
essence of what I was looking for from him and
he pitched me this wonderful story about a
normal guy attempting to deal with the reality
of his soon-to-be-born child potentially being
born with superpowers. It’s no coincidence
that Andi’s wife was pregnant with their first
child at the time! He used that experience to
draw inspiration from and, when he proposed
that the lead character interview 45 different
superheroes, I hit on the idea of having a
different artist illustrate each interview. And
that’s how the book evolved.
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And thus, another genre-defining book was
born. OK, let’s talk about the future. I noticed
the site is being revamped and there are
some teaser images for your 2012 releases
(including Duppy’78 which I’m really looking
forward to). Can you give us a rundown on
what the Com.X team has planned for readers
this year?
ED: Absolutely. 2012 looks like it’s going to be
the most productive, exciting year that we’ve
had in a long while. BlueSpear, which is the
first spin-off book in a trilogy of books from
Forty-Five, is about to hit the shelves and we
already have 4-5 new books prepared and
pending publication. Monster Myths is the first
of those being solicited in February for a June/
July release and the other books will follow at
two-monthly intervals. Duppy’78 is the second
of those new titles, so you won’t have long to
wait!
In terms of amount of product, 2012 should
really help cement our standing within
independent publishing. We also have a
number of interesting media avenues we’re
pursuing with some of our titles and I think
one of the best things about 2012 is that I’ve
been co-writing the Forty-Five spin-off trilogy
with Andi Ewington and Rob Patey, so I’ll finally
see some of my own written work in print this
year!

“..until that heart
stops beating, we’ll
still be publishing.”

140 characters
follow us on twitter @rationsmagazine

What was your favorite book read this month and why?

Gene Luen Yang
@geneluenyang
“I recently finished Greg Pak and Mirko Colak’s Red Skull
Incarnate. Beautiful stuff, and not a single costume!”
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Asaf Hanuka
For the last two years Asaf, illustrator form Tel Aviv Israel, has
been documenting his life in comics form on a weekly basis.
You can find all about it here:
http://realistcomics.blogspot.com/
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Andrew Tunney
Andrew Tunney is a professional artist from Manchester,
England. He grew up on cruise ships and has since spent
his time listening to hip-hop while looking for skate-spots,
painting live at clubs and was once invited to a party at the
Prime Minister’s house.
He writes and draws comics and has worked internationally
in illustration, street wear and character design. Bathing Ape
ABC Camo in olive green and FUTURA are two of his incurable
obsessions. 12 year old Habiki is another.
He colours Peabody & D’Gorath for SLG, plays Super Street
Fighter 4 and dreams of Blaire Waldorf. His first comic is
Girl&Boy.
Girl & Boy
http://www.andrewtunney.com/comics/girlandboy/
Portfolio
www.andrewtunney.com
Twitter
@AndrewTunney
Peabody & D’Gorath
http://www.slgcomic.com/eyemelt
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emily Carroll
Emily Carroll, owner of a large orange cat named Tuco, lives
and works in Vancouver, British Columbia, where she has
spent the last several years working in the animation industry.
She draws on dreams, urban legends, fairy tales, and paper to
create her comics, many of which reside online at:
http://www.emcarroll.com/
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Rich Tommaso
Rich Tommaso has been producing graphic novels for
over 17 years, working with various publishers including:
Fantagraphics Books, Dark Horse Comics, Hyperion Books and
Alternative Comics. He currently lives in Atlanta, Georgia with
his girlfriend Amy and their two cats Maggie and Hopey.
Excerpt from the first (in a projected long-running series
of Sam Hill novels), The Cavalier Mr. Thompson—published
by Recoil Crime/Suspense and distributed in the U.S. by
Fantagraphics Books...coming summer 2012!
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Rich Douek
Rich Douek is a writer, graphic designer, and not nearly as
scary looking in real life as he is in his press photo. He is
currently working on several comics projects, including Gutter
Magic, an urban fantasy comic that will feature characters
from Havoc’s Hand, as well as other short stories written in
the same setting. A full length miniseries is on track to debut
in 2012. In the meantime, you can read more stories and
information about Gutter Magic on his website:
http://sixguncomics.com

Craig S. Yeung
Craig Yeung is an illustrator that has worked in the past
decade for various companies including Marvel, DC, Dark
Horse and Hasbro. He has worked on such titles as Batman/
Superman, Runaways, Mighty Avengers, Xmen Legacy as well as
Buffy. He has also worked for various card companies creating
one of a kind pieces for inserted chase cards as well as base
cards. You can see more of his work online at:
csyeung1.blogspot.com or csyeung.deviantart.com

Scott LeMien
An Illustrator with a background in graphic design, Scott
LeMien spent ten formative years working for Neal Adams at
Continuity Studios addressing the limitations and constraints
of animation projects for advertising clients. On the side,
Scott was developing his hand at illustration, inspired by the
challenges he faced daily at the studio. You can see more of
Scott’s work online at:
http://scottlemien.daportfolio.com
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follow us on twitter @rationsmagazine

What was your favorite book read this month and why?

Royden Lepp
@RoydenLepp
“Billy Fog by Guillaume Bianco - Archaia - I loved it!
Incredibly funny and imaginative, but also some really
thought provoking themes.”
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reviews

Ichiro • Fatale • Xoc: The Journey of a
Great White • American Barbarian •
Whispers in the Walls • Bloody Chester

World-renowned illustrator and comic book artist
Ryan Inzana has never been one to back away from
difficult topics. In his first graphic novel, Johnny Jihad
(2003) he tackled the explosive subject of Americanborn terrorists by taking a lower middle-class man from
Trenton, New Jersey, on a journey from self invention
to self destruction in a training camp in Afghanistan. In
Ichiro, Inzana once again chooses a young social misfit
through whom he continues to explore the fragility of
interpersonal relationships and the difficulty some face
in finding a place in the world.

Ichiro
Authors: Ryan Inzana
Format: Graphic novel
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin
Books for Children
Number of pages: 288, color
Publication: March 20, 2012
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Ichiro is a withdrawn teenager
of Japanese and Caucasian
heritage living in Brooklyn,
New York, with his widowed
mother. The son of a military
father who was killed in Iraq,
Ichiro outfits himself in a “Kill
‘em All, and Let God Sort
‘em Out” Marines t-shirt and
hides behind the dark glasses
of a father he barely knew.
On the train and streets of
Brooklyn he’s both a victim
of and witness to racism; In
one case, perpetuated by
his own western grandfather.
When his mother takes him
along on a visit to Japan,
Ichiro’s Japanese grandfather
becomes his tour guide,
taking him to various temples
as well as the Hiroshima
Peace Park. The reality of the
Hiroshima destruction jolts the young boy, stirring him
to ask questions on the nature of war, morality and
forgiveness. This begins a very thoughtful and well
moderated back-and-forth with his grandfather, which
introduces a second — and perhaps more grand —
theme of the book. By mixing history and Japanese
mythology, Inzana who wrote and illustrated the graphic
novel, looks beyond the nature of war into the nature
of man and how blind faith, arrogance, and even small
misunderstandings can quickly lead to catastrophe.
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Later, when Ichiro is pulled into a
hole by a supernatural creature,
he wakes up in the domain of
the gods where all the characters
of Japanese mythology are very
much present. Here he learns that
the gods face the same issues as
mortals and are similarly unable
to solve their problems without
violence.
Ichiro is a refreshingly honest,
well-conceived narrative that is
sure to delight, entertain and
perhaps educate readers both
young and old. Ryan Inzana
masterfully integrates a difficult
period in history with complicated
mythologies and timeless social
issues into an enjoyable fantasy
adventure. His beautiful blackand-white brushwork is enviable
in its fluidity and expressiveness.
Whether he’s tackling a tender
moment between a single
mother and her distant son at
the dinner table or illustrating
mystical battles between gods, his
practiced skills shine through with
the perfect tone. The light washes
of color don’t do much to enhance
his work unfortunately. The book
could have easily done without it.
That said, look for Ichiro to appear
on more than a few short lists for
best-of-the-year honors in 2012.

When Ed Brubaker isn’t paying
the bills writing various Marvel
titles — most notably Captain
America — he’s nourishing a
remarkable partnership with artist
Sean Phillips on a number of
groundbreaking titles. Their first
series, 2003-05’s Sleeper, featured
“post-human” secret agents and
super villains and followed one
man playing both sides. The duo’s
occasional Criminal minis tell selfcontained crime stories and are all
among the best crime comics ever
made. Their postmodern Incognito
follows a super villain on a path
to redemption, or something like
redemption. Fatale is Brubaker
and Phillips’ first foray into horror,
and their first collaboration to be
published by Image.

Fatale #1 & 2

In Fatale, a seemingly immortal
and irresistible woman affects the
Authors: Ed Brubaker & Sean Phillips
lives of at least two generations
w/ colors by Dave Stewart
of connected men. Phillips’ inky
Format: Single-issue comics
brush illustrates occult Nazi projects
Publisher: Image
in WWII, midnight deals with
Number of pages: each 32, color
demon mobsters for longer life,
Publication: Jan. 4 & Feb. 1, 2012
and creepy bespectacled men with
violent streaks. As in their previous
collaborations, Fatale is character driven, and Brubaker has a knack for the
style. Lesser writers wouldn’t know how to give a raven-haired bombshell like
Josephine any dimension, but Brubaker gives her personality and motivations
equal to her male counterparts in the story. But of course her irresistible nature
is thus far a prime motivator in the book. Phillips’ relentless and tightly gridded
pages reinforce the character-driven nature of the book, filling frames with faces
and upper torsos, and move the story forward like a locomotive.
Dave Stewart (of Hellboy and B.P.R.D. fame) provides fantastic color work
here, although it’s curious as to why previous Brubaker/Phillips collaborator
Val Staples departed halfway through their last Criminal series, The Last of
the Innocent, and hasn’t returned. As with most of their recent collaborations,
Phillips provides gorgeous painted covers and inside illustrations to accompany
literary essayist Jess Nevins’ brilliant backup articles. (So far one each on H.P.
Lovecraft and Edgar Allen Poe.)

Fatale jumps around in time, and although
the transitions are clever, I found myself
occasionally confused. Phillips’ male
characters in each timeline have a bad
habit of blending together. In The Last
of the Innocent, Phillips used an Archieinspired style to set off the flashbacks, an
expert move that kept that time-jumping
series clear. A similar treatment in Fatale
might have made transitions clearer, but
I doubt it would have worked with the
mood.
Brubaker is wading carefully into horror
with Fatale, dragging many of his crimewriting tropes along for the ride. At
times the horror elements feel tacked
on, although the central conflict of the
story is definitely tied to macabre events
reverberating from the past.
Reading Brubaker’s creator-owned work
is like reading a classic before it’s known
as such. In both backup essays, Nevins
remarks on how neither Lovecraft nor Poe
were lionized for their fiction during their
own lives. Although Brubaker and Phillips
have garnered some recognition for their
work (if you follow Brubaker on Twitter, you
might think they’ve garnered a lot), it feels
as though their accomplishments won’t be
recognized until much later, or at least until
the trade.
As Nevins writes of Poe, “[he] practically
made it a requirement for those following
him to write horror stories as well as
possible.” With their collaborations,
Brubaker and Phillips are similarly
challenging future creators to write and
draw comics as well as possible.
Issue #3 publishes March 7. (Don’t wait for
the trade; Nevins’ essays are only included
in the individual print issues.)
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The book relies mostly on Dembicki’s narration
to tell the story, and he adds a simple
anthropomorphic narrative to add drama and
give his characters minimal personality. But
Finding Nemo this is not. Xoc is a shark with a
shark’s simplistic motives and view of the world.
She nibbles at things to learn more about
them, and thinks of little more than the pull of
her instincts and her next meal. Along the way
she meets a loggerhead turtle, Caretta caretta,
on a similar journey, whom she tolerates and
eventually befriends, if in a rather simple way.
Their relationship adds a little extra character
to what would otherwise read like a fascinating
National Geographic article.
Dembicki relies on simple lines and solid
shapes to illustrate Xoc’s world. Colorist Evan
Keeling contributes a consistent — if obvious
— palette, creating an attractive overall picture
book. Drawing real-life creatures of the deep is
no easy task, and collecting model materials
for this book must have been both a joy and a
challenge. Dembicki should be nominated for
an Eisner alone for successfully drawing a shark
four interesting ways per page for 128 pages.

Xoc: The
Journey of a
Great White
Authors: Matt Dembicki w/
colors by Evan Keeling
Format: Graphic novel
Publisher: Oni Press
Number of pages: 128 color
Publication: July 25, 2012
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Matt Dembicki’s previous graphic novel,
Trickster, was a lovingly crafted collection
of American Indian tales passed down
through generations. All featured clever
creatures outwitting their human rivals.
Dembicki’s latest project, Xoc: The
Journey of a Great White, is a book in the
same vein, although with a Cousteauvian
twist.
Xoc is the eponymous tale of a female
Carcharodon carcharias, or great white
shark, who travels 2,300 miles across the
Pacific Ocean from the Farallon Islands off
the coast of California to Hawaii to birth
her pup. Along the way she witnesses
the wonders of the ocean, the horrors of
human carelessness, and the boons of an
unlikely friendship.
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In some ways the story and dialog are a little
stiff, but their simplicity lends the book a
timeless quality. Xoc is aimed at a younger
audience and destined to be a middle school
book report classic, although its only discernible
theme would be “humans ruin everything” and
it could use a healthier dose of hard facts. Xoc’s
encounters highlight a number of ecological
issues, but offer little context or further
information, and the bleak ending leaves little
hope that anything can be done.
Dembicki displays a talent for taking on
unconventional projects. While it’s unlikely
to make many top ten lists this year, it’s
comforting to know that someone out there is
writing and drawing books like Xoc, much like
it’s comforting to know that people still make
and watch documentaries about the world’s
oceans. Jacques would be proud.

American Barbarian
Authors: Thomas Scioli
Format: Graphic novel
Publisher: Ad House Books
Number of pages: 256 color
Publication: Spring 2012

In the hostile world of New Earthea, the band of warriors
of the Yoosamon dynasty has defended the ruling Lionhorn
dynasty in their small peaceful enclave from “roving mutant
armies, legions of the risen dead, renegade robots, wild
herds of genetic supermen, roving citadels on wheels, science
experiments run amok, swirling matter-devouring black holes,
re-animated dinosaurs, the sewer people of New New New
York...” I think you get the idea; American Barbarian is a
very, very different graphic novel. Written and illustrated by
Thomas Scioli, co-creator of the Eisner-nominated series,
Godland, American Barbarian takes readers into bizarre
alternate reality or dystopian future following the “The
Great Clusterfuck”—a mysterious, catastrophic event that
has distorted the nature of reality. When a new threat (aptly
named Two-Tank Omen) in the fantastic form of a demonic
pharoah with tanks (as in the war machines) for feet invades
the Lionhorn kingdom and lays waste to it, Jimothy, the only
surviving member of the guardian Yoosamon family pledges
vengeance and sets off on the most abnormal hero’s journey
you’ll encounter in any storytelling format.
While it’s difficult to avoid writing a description that doesn’t
make American Barbarian sound like just another quirky
tale from an eccentric cartoonist, be assured, this book
is laugh-out-loud funny, and bursting from cover to cover
with high octane, dynamic scenes of epic battles. From a
visual perspective, Sciloi’s artwork is simply stunning. With
American Barbarian, he pushes his throwback, Jack Kirbycloned style to incredible heights. In fact, American Barbarian
can be viewed as an ultimate tribute to Kirby’s extensive
talents, which extended well beyond his artistic abilities.
Aside from the wildly dynamic art (complete with muted,
mottled coloring mimicking low-quality printing of a past era)
which leaps off the panels with little regard for anatomical
correctness and perspective, the characters and plot are
similarly reminiscent of Jack Kirby’s most iconic creations.
In a story that merges time travel technology, with postapocalyptic marauders and a blood-hungry god, elements of

Kirby’s New Gods, Captain America, Eternals, Fantastic Four,
and Thor (with a little Conan the Barbarian) abound.
As a tribute, American Barbarian may be a little over the
top, but that excessiveness is a large part of its charm
(less we forget the degree to which artful extravagance is
indicative of Kirby’s historic career). For younger readers
who are only vaguely aware of Kirby’s significance to the
sequential storytelling, Scioli’s American Barbarian can be
read a fairly thorough primer. But independent of its historic
aspects, American Barbarian is also an incredibly fun and
highly original tale sprinkled with outrageous moments that
display Sciloi’s unique gifts and sense of humor. A particularly
enjoyable scene has the protagonist Jimothy, complete with
red, white and blue striped hair, a golden chest-piece cut
in the shape of the Great Seal of the United States, and fur
boots, driving a compact Honda into battle. Does it get any
better than that?
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Children are designed
by nature to engender
feelings of love and
caring in adults. We’ll do
anything, including willingly
sacrificing ourselves, for
their well being. We can’t
help it; it’s in our DNA, our
programming. Which is why,
when in books and films
these adorable balls of
compassion are revealed to
be monsters, we experience
a kind of psychic shock—
terror—to be more precise.
Writers have been well
aware of this for sometime
and have successfully used
this innate, unknowable, fear
against us time and again.

Whispers in the
Walls
Authors: David Muñoz and
Tirso with Javi Montes (Colorist)
Format: Trade Paperback
Publisher: Humanoids
Number of pages: 184 color
Publication: Febuary 15, 2012

From the late 1960’s to the early 80’s, four of
the most terrifying films ever to hit the big
screen were released: Children of the Corn,
The Exorcist, Rosemary’s Baby, (all based on
books of the same name), and The Omen.
All four of these films—still quite cringeworthy to this day—revolved around a child
or children who are possessed by some
monstrous force, which twists their innocence
into an incomprehensible (and utterly
effective), weapon.
The newest offering to this unsettling subgenre is Whispers in the Walls, a 6-issue
horror/mystery miniseries published by
Humanoids publishing now collected in a
beautifully packaged trade paperback. Written
by David Munõz (co-writer of Guillermo del
Toro’s film The Devils Backbone), With art by
TIRSO, and colors by Javi Montes, Whispers is
a masterfully handled series, that does justice
to its precursors.
Set in post World War II Czechoslovakia a
little girl, Sarah, witnesses her family being
murdered by a monstrosity and becomes
infected herself before she is rescued by an
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organization which may or may not have
her best interests at heart. When she
begins hearing voices telling her she’s
being lied to and promising her the
truth, Sarah escapes with three other
infected kids to seek out the voice and
unravel the mystery of the virus that’s
beginning to effect her and her new
friends.
Munõz, a seasoned storyteller, makes
some very interesting plot choices that
work brilliantly in the comic book format.
Throughout the series, he carefully
plays off the information given to the
reader and what the main character,
Sarah becomes aware of. The reader,
allowed just enough revelations to stay
a half step ahead, becomes completely
involved in the mystery hoping with the
turn of each page, the less informed
Sarah will make the right decision.
Munõz takes the horror genre to new
heights here by pairing it with an
addictive, fascinating mystery plot.
Crossing genres is not at all easy; it
takes a deft hand to pull off effectively.
In Whispers, Munõz manages to bend
genres and sub-genres with apparent
ease.
TIRSO’s beautiful artwork, at once
endearing and frightening, is equally
unexpected and just as successful. As
with the Munoz’s writing, TIRSO vacillates
between revealing and obscuring.
A highly detailed panel can appear
before or follow an enigmatic scene
but somehow it all works perfectly.
Bright, warm-colored pages follow cool,
darkened scenes hinting (and at times
exploding into), terrifying menace and
violence. The overall effect is that of
a dark fairytale or a dream ever on
the verge of tumbling into your worst
nightmare. TIRSO also places enormous
effort in his characterizations.

The children look their age, and troops on either side of the
conflict, appear every bit battle-worn and tense. A real delight
is in his treatment of the human-to-monster transformations.
They are some of the best I’ve ever seen in either print or on
screen. Hollywood can learn a few things from both Munõz
and TIRZO (and I fully suspect they will).

The collected trade includes a foreword by the great Juan
Díaz Canales (co-creator of Blacksad) and excellent bonus
materials such as concept sketches, multiple pages of
character designs, a process sheet and gallery with gorgeous
artwrok from some of Spain’s most talented illustrators.

Bloody Chester
Authors: JT Petty and Hilary
Florido
Format: Trade Paperback
Publisher: First Second
Number of pages: 160 color
Publication: July 3, 2012

The vast majority of young adult books
that have been leaping off shelves of
late look forward (perhaps as a warning
to the next generation) to dystopian
futures. The new graphic novel Bloody
Chester, penned by film, and videogame
writer (Splinter Cell, Pandora Tomorrow,
Batman: Begins) JT Petty and illustrated
by the talented Hilary Florido explores
many of the same issues as dystopian
sci-fi—namely, the effects technological
advances have on a society— but it
does so by holding up a mirror to our
past. Adapted from a screenplay, Bloody
Chester is a funny and gruesome tale
that takes a very different look at the
Western genre.

The story opens with our young hero
being nuzzled awake by his horse in
an old barn just outside of town. He
promptly steps outside to vomit comes
back in to feed his horse then trots
into town where he saddles up to bar
in the saloon and orders pancakes and
a bottle of whiskey. He’s immediately
mistakenly identified as a girl (to which
he takes great umbrage) leading to a
one-sided thrashing outside. Bruised,
battered and hung-over, Chester
regains consciousness behind bars
where we learn this sequence to be
a reoccurring theme in his life. Thus
begins the bittersweet tale of Bloody
Chester.
An impromptu and fascinating (but
perhaps shoe-horned) history lesson
from another prisoner detailing the
lessons of massacre and torture
learned by the Commanche Indians at
the hands of invading Spaniards sets
the stage for the bulk of the story.

After a haircut, shave and a change
of clothes, Bloody Chester, is brought
to meet with his benefactor, one Mr.
Croghan, the man responsible for
clearing a path for the Union Pacific’s
westward progress. Croghan hires
Chester to burn down the reportedly
vacated town of Whale, the next
obstacle in the train track’s path, after
all the hired workers, “a whole herd
of niggers, chinamen and Irish” ran
off fearing a rumored plague. When
Chester arrives in the run-down town,
he finds three straggling survivors plus
a fourth outside of town taking pot
shots at him. Still intent on burning
the town to the ground, Chester is
forced to solve the mystery of the
‘Coyote Waits plague” and serve up his
own brand of frontier justice.
Stripping away the faux romance made
famous by John Wayne and the like,
Bloody Chester explores a world of
ignorance, greed, superstition, cruelty,
and extreme racism. Florido’s quirky,
early 80’s manga-inspired illustrations
would seem an odd choice to pair
with a Petty’s grisly plot but the
editors at Two Seconds Books knew
better. The contrasting styles produced
an enchanting amalgam that’s
simultaneously charming, horrific,
sensitive, and barbaric. Kudos to First
Second for their editorial integrity and
smarts for introducing this fantastic
book to the market.
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What was your favorite book read this month and why?

Michael Lapinski
@m_lapinski
“HEART #3, there’s pure story content in Kevin Mellon’s
linework, at once dynamic and vulnerable in conveying
Blair Butler’s unpeeling of an MMA badass”
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publisherspotlight
by Matthew Young and Horatio Herst

The Philadelphia-based 215ink is not simply another publisher of
creator-owned books—it’s a creator-friendly publisher.

T

he burgeoning little company, started
in 2007 by Andrew DelQuardo at
the tender age of 25, has accrued
an impressive catalog of unique
miniseries and one-shots from a growing roster
of talented writers and artists. Named after
a Philadelphia area code, 215ink is known
for their rare open door policy, meaning they
accept submissions from anyone, not just
known creators who can bring their fan-base
along with a project.This policy also allowed
215ink to build up a wide range in styles and
genres that set them apart.

In an interview posted on the
ComicBookInterviews blog, DelQuardo related
the driving mission of the company: “We are
a comic book publishing and merchandising
company. Our focus is on giving creators a
chance to showcase their talents, while at the
same time providing a place to let them perfect
their craft. We believe that the industry needs
a publisher that allows creators to develop and
improve.”
Statements like that, reinforced with an
expanding library of unique (at times quirky,
but always high quality) publications, is what
makes 215ink so compelling to young creators
and intrepid readers looking for gutsy new
titles and fresh ideas.

An example of 215ink’s “out there” ethos is the
recent Kickstarter-backed project, Footprints,
written by Joey Esposito and drawn by Jonathan
Moore. The 3-issue mini-series is a tongue-incheek crime/noir/mystery mini-series about
Bigfoot and his team of cryptozoological
deviants solving the murder of Bigfoot’s
estranged brother, Yeti. Very funny, very smart
and wonderfully original—That’s 215ink.
215ink titles can be found in comic shops,
purchased online from their website, 215ink.
com, on their iPad app, or through digital
comics marketplaces WOWIO and Graphicly.

A few more 215ink books we recommend to
get you started:
Blue Moth
Alien races locked in mortal battle.
Violence perpetrated by a giant
destructive war slug. Gunfire and
bloodshed. Blue Moth #1 has it
all. Written and illustrated by Rolf
Lejdegard, this first issue promises
to be the beginning of a great
series. The Blue Moth is a largerthan-life character hell-bent on
saving his race, the Neportunian,
from an attack by the imperial
forces of the Nosero race. Against insurmountable odds, the
Blue Moth is ultimately able to destroy the war slug and turn
back the Nosero in order to save his people.
This book is a fast paced and exciting read. With this
premiere, Lejdegard has set the bar pretty high for future
issues. Both the artwork and the storyline are excellent. As a
result, it will be interesting to see how the rest of the series
pans out. With the Blue Moth saving his race from extinction,
it is hard to imagine what feat he could accomplish next.
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Super Action Man
Issue #1, of Super Action Man
written by Jonathan London, is a
bloody alternate take on the finding
and killing of Osama bin Laden.
This shoot ‘em up comic features
a superhuman terrorist killer with
plenty of targets for his rage. There
are also cyborg animals, controlled
by the terrorists, programmed to kill
the Super Action Man. With a bit of
force, the S.A.M. ultimately wins the
day and reprograms the cyborg wolf to be his own vicious pet.
Issue #1 sets a big precedent for future issues. How can you
top a fantastic depiction of the killing of America’s enemy
number one? With the origins of the S.A.M. yet to be revealed,
London has given himself a lot of room for future issues. If
they are anything like this first issue, the series holds a lot of
potential.

Black River
215ink’s one-shot, Black River,
presents a look into the world of
a couple common street thugs
who make an extremely unlucky
discovery. When they steal some
cargo from a delivery truck, they
find a huge cache of weapons. They
decide to sell the stolen goods,
which sets off a chain reaction of
events that ultimately leads to a lot
of — you guessed it — bloodshed.
The best part of this comic is the cliché-ridden, wannabe rightwing superhero, complete with high-tech weapons and a mask.
He shows up about halfway through the book and ends up
killing a lot of the thugs before he himself is shot in the head.
This humorous take on the superhero genre is what captured
my attention. It’s obvious what writer Ed Brisson thinks about
the superhero genre: It’s dead. The theme of this comic is that
more realistic stories, even if they are far-fetched, are superior
to the superhero. With such a well written book, it’s hard to
argue against this.

What can
comic book
retailers
learn from
Apple?
Plenty.
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Even as retail
1
vendors of every
Lighten up
stripe have thrown
Fifth Avenue, New York; Regent
Street, London; Ginza, Tokyo;
their hands up
2
Carrousel du Louvre, Paris;
decrying the end of When it comes to location, what Put your best
Apple wants, Apple gets. But
books forward
storefront retail as
wheresoever the store is located,
When you walk into an Apple store
a viable business
be it in a mall or below the
you don’t have to ask where the
Louvre,
they
are
downright
vivid.
model, Apple, a
newest devices are. Everything is
The invisible onslaught of flood
clearly marked and if it’s hot, it’s up
once-small — now
and directional lighting screams
and beckons passersby front.
mighty — company, modernity
in to see what all the hubbub is
Over the last few years, collected
has been defying the about.
trades and graphic novels have been
odds, and perhaps
growing in popularity and acceptance
Cash-strapped comic book
within the literary community. Place
providing a proven
retailers are much more
collected trades and graphic novels
constrained
in
their
choice
of
road map for those
in your display windows and right
where to set up shop but there’s
at the front of the store. Most of
willing to “think
no excuse for not sprucing up
your lapsed readers who’ve returned
the store from time-to-time and
different” and take
to comics recently are getting them
flooding the interior with lights.
from Barnes & Noble or online in
a few calculated
If your store looks ill-kept, musty
trade format. And these older, more
and dark, people will attach the
risks. By following
sophisticated readers don’t want
same feeling to your products.
to sort through multiple stacks of
a few simple Do’s
Clean it up and light it up!
X-Men spin-offs and a dozen Batman
and Don’ts of Retail
titles to get to excellent books like
Who is Jake Ellis, The Homeland
(filtered thoroughly
Directive, or Animal Man. For a
through the Apple
bonus, you might even introduce
your regulars to some new titles
bible), comic book
outside the superhero genre in the
retailers can give
process.
themselves a
shot at achieving
by the numbers
comic book retailers in the U.S. and abroad then and now
appreciable gains
for both their
1979 approx. 800 comic shops in the world
businesses and the
1993 approx. 10,000 in U.S. 1,000 overseas
industry we all love.
2011 approx. 2,500 U.S.
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3

5

Apple simplifies its product line,
which allows them to focus on
production quality and to display
all their products beautifully in their
stores. The iPads and MacBooks
are spaced out, giving them a
chance to shine as individual
products — individual works of art
and engineering. Apple treats their
floorspace like a gallery, keeping
extra stock out of sight in the stock
room.

Apple gets a lot of flack for their
draconian rules governing “indecent”
material on their app store. As
for their storefronts, I wouldn’t be
surprised to find they’re constructed
with space-aged smut detectors.

Back that thing up

Comic book stores tend to lean
toward the axiom of “more is
more,” and are often guilty of
cramming their shelves to near
bursting. Perceived value and the
laws of scarcity are the underlying
psychological forces delineating
a high-priced boutique from a
discount store; the more of an item
a shopper sees, the less value she
will attach to it. Move away from
the idea of using every available
square inch to sell, sell, sell! Keep
extra copies in storage and use
shelving and displays that offer
plenty of space for each book to
shine like the works of art that they
are. Additionally, it’s worth looking
into organizing books by genre so
readers can peruse according to
taste instead of brand awareness.

Keep it kid friendly

4

Look like you give
a damn
Apple stores are not merely
pleasant; They are downright
alluring. They beckon customers
in with superb design, beautifully
displayed products and upbeat,
excited employees whose energy
is contagious. Entering an Apple
store is an emotional experience.

Most of us fell in love with comics
as kids and while their were a few
eye-raising titles out there, an adults
only section in the back of comics
retail shops was a rarity. Please, get
rid of your adult section. It creeps
people out. Just bite the bullet and
tell your lonely regulars to order
their adult books online like the rest
of the pervs. Aim to attract the next
generation of readers by making
the store friendly to them, and who
knows, maybe mom or dad might
find something they like too.

On the flip side, entering a
comic book store, often staffed
by pierced, disaffected young
adults who are far too young and
inexperienced to be disaffected,
can be a real downer. Your
employees are the face of your
store and if their body language
and appearance say “I don’t care”,
why should anyone else?
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Suzy Dias &
Miguel Guerra

Co-creators
of Super
Corporate
Heroes

film, television, comics/books, etc.. we find out
what’s inspiring the creators who inspire us

film
The most recent films that got our
gears cranked are Red Tails and Margin
Call. If anyone deserves the Hollywood
treatment, the Tuskegee airmen are it.
Margin Call is a not-so-thinly-disguised
story about corporate corruption. Two
things we admire in both films are
that the creators raised the money
themselves and both deftly summarized
complex subjects (systemic racism in
WWII and the 2008 collapse of Lehman
Brothers) while still allowing the viewer
to get lost in the story. Margin Call also
provided good research for our new
comic, Super Corporate Heroes.

Our all time favorite directors are Billy
Wilder, Akira Kurosawa, Stanley Kubrick
and Mel Brooks. The Pink Panther
series and Marx Brothers films are old
friends we like having over for dinner
every now and again.
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television

We honestly wish we had
more time to watch TV. It’s
hard to find a good show and
stick with it every week, but a
couple of exceptions are Louie
and Curb Your Enthusiasm.
They’re unflinchingly honest,
but balance their dark natures
with humor. When we have
time, we enjoy Robot Chicken
and Bored to Death (which has
been cancelled). The magic
of Netflix has made it easy to
watch a lot of classic shows.
We’ve seen all of the Twilight
Zone episodes and are working
our way through Star Trek.
In case anyone’s wondering,
Miguel likes Kirk and I’m a big
Spock fan.

music
We always listen to music as we work.
It helps the thought puddles in our
head flow onto paper. We lean towards
musicians that write and play their
own songs or have ‘lived’ the lyrics. A
great melody and good lyrics makes for
an outstanding song. I’ll let my mind
wander and note some bands we’ve
been listening to lately (and why); The
Roots (eternal spring of coolness),
Danger Mouse (visionary composer),
Bob Marley (wise prophet), Billy
Holiday (the voice of the human soul),
The Ramones (youth, rebellion, fun),
Foo Fighters (guitars, sweat, humor),
Mos Def (creative demi god), Rodrigo
y Gabriela (mesmerizing live), Miss
Caffeina (cagey lyrics and melodies),
Aloe Blacc (that voice!), Plan B (Motown
and smooth hip hop) Lianne La Havas
(soulful blend of goodness)... I’m
stopping now to listen to some tunes.

outro

etc..

comics/books

We recently read masterpieces including
Buddha by Osamu Tezuka, Asterios
Polyp by David Mazzucchelli, and
Persepolis (graphic novel and movie)
by Marjane Satrapi. Everyone should
read The Superman Chronicles and The
Amazing Spider-Man Masterworks. It’s
such a trip both artistically and as a fan
to go back and read the original story
lines for these foundational characters.
Picture a crooked politician trying to
force the U.S. into a war. Bet you never
knew Superman prevented him from
succeeding and forced the S.O.B. to
join the army. Superman also flew over
Metropolis while holding a lobbyist by
the ankles. Not bad for 1938! We’re also
excited about reading The Essential
Conan...if we can get our hands on it.

We enjoy reading books that expand
our knowledge and provoke new neural
pathways. We recommend anything
by Joseph Campbell, and, if you can
get through it, The Golden Bough by
James Frazer. For plots we’ve never
read anyone better than Alexandre
Dumas. Outstanding classics are Don
Quixote (bawdy goodness), Catch 22
(dripping in sarcasm), The Grapes of
Wrath (poverty and humanity), To Kill
a Mockingbird (could you be Atticus
Finch?), and Native Son (powerful and
painfully honest), among many others.

In March we’ll launch our
new comic miniseries,
“Super Corporate
Heroes”, which puts
a satirical spin on the
financial crisis. Themes
include celebrity culture,
superheroes and
economist Adam Smith’s
“invisible hand.” The
book asks the question:
Is altruism dead? We
like to point fingers
and laugh. We’ve also
launched a fun project
where people can provide
info about their young
kids and we turn them
into superheroes. Miguel
created a couple of
illustrations for friends
and the idea took off. You
can find out more about
Super Kid Heroes, “Super
Corporate Heroes” and
all of our free digital
comics at 7Robots.com.
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